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*Peripheral Affects: Shame, Publics and Performance on the Margins of the Republic of Georgia*

*Peripheral Affects* represents one of the first ethnographic attempts to explore borders, peripheries or edges of the post-Soviet state as an affective form of experience. The thesis thus demonstrates an iconic example of this on the western extremity of Georgia in Ajara, located on the Black Sea along the border with Turkey. Drawing on richly detailed ethnographic research in the Ajaran borderlands, the thesis focuses on Muslim and Christianized Ajarans and the ambivalences of their never quite resolved feelings of shame. For some Ajarans in this border area, one of the reasons for this shame is connected to the place and history of Ajara, which are saturated by a distinct Muslim-Ottoman heritage, as well as the emerging cross-border flow of ideas, debts, goods, and prostitution in these Ajaran-Turkish borderlands. Peripheral Affect therefore refers both to the physical geography of Ajara and to the bodies and minds of the people who inhabit this place. It captures how, in contrast to conventional understanding, marginality is not a matter of social, political, economic, or temporal differentiation only, but a circulation of spectres of affects, such as shame as well as cynicism, optimism, fear and sympathy, which represent distinctly peripheral affects. I thus argue that, far from representing borders through pre-conceived notions of nation, ethnicity or the state, peripheral affects make such notions deeply problematic. Political violence, modernizing cityscapes and the nationalizing techniques so closely associated with Ajara since Russian colonialism can in this way be seen as part of a continual process of creating clarity out of ambivalence of Ajara within Georgia. Yet, while these efforts have failed constantly, the place proliferates and intensifies recurring feelings of shame.
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Perifære Affekter: Skam, Offentligheder og Forestillinger i Udkanten af Georgien